
 
Graduation Ceremony 2024: Nurturing Excellence, Inspiring Futures 

 
Metas Adventist School celebrated a momentous occasion on the 26th of March, 
2024, as it hosted its annual graduation exercise. The event, a culmination of years 
of hard work and dedication, was a testament to the perseverance and academic 
excellence of the graduating class. 

Processional: 

The proceedings commenced with a 
grand processional, led by the 
distinguished President and his 
team. Following suit were the 
marshals and flag bearers, class 
officers, the esteemed graduation 
class, and the faculty. This formal 
procession set the tone for the 
auspicious occasion, evoking a 
sense of pride and anticipation 
among the attendees. 

Administrative Proceedings: 

The ceremony featured several 
administrative proceedings, 



beginning with a welcome address by Mr. Ravikumar Peteti, Principal of the 
afternoon shift, followed by an inspirational reading from Mrs. Jaya Eliah, Vice 
President of Academic Affairs. Mr. Duraibalaji, Vice Principal of Elementary, led the 
opening hymn, and Church Pastor Mr. G Israel delivered the opening prayer. 

The chief guest, Professor Persi Engineer, was introduced by Mr. Naveen Rao, 
Principal of the morning shift. Mr. Prasad Ch, Vice Principal of the High School, then 
presented 100% attendance certificates in recognition of the students' steadfast 
commitment. Dr. Anilkumar CH, Executive Vice President of Hospital Affairs, honored 
the chief guest by reading the commemorative plaque. 

Mrs. Rachel John, Vice President of Financial Affairs, led a closing hymn, and Dr. 
Mohan Rao, Executive Vice President of Academic Affairs, concluded the ceremony 
with a benediction. Additionally, Mr. Manoj Pulapaka, Director of HR & Legal Affairs, 
made announcements. 

Student President's Reflections: 

Amidst the air charged with anticipation, Mr. Pierson 
Kandulna, Vice Principal of Higher Secondary, introduced 
the beacon of the student body, President Darsh Balar from 
class XII-A. Darsh stood before his peers, sharing not just 
words of wisdom but also his journey, dreams, and the 
profound impact Metas Adventist School had on shaping 
them. His narrative painted a vivid picture of resilience, 
growth, and the supportive ecosystem fostered within the 
school's walls. 

Election of Class Officers: 

The heartbeat of democracy 
pulsated within the 
graduating class as the 
officers for the class of 
2024 were elected with 
fairness and transparency. 
Darsh Balar from XII-A was 
chosen as President, with 
Dharmik Sheladiya from 
XII-E as Vice President, 
Pulkit Gondaliya from XII-C 
as Treasurer, Aastha 
Kukadiya from XII-E as 
Secretary, and Aarav Desai 
from XII-E as Artist. This 



diverse team, representing various sections of the class, embodied the collective 
hopes, dreams, and aspirations of their peers, poised to lead them into the future. 

Class Representatives: 

Further reinforcing the spirit of 
inclusivity, the respective class 
representatives, Priti Pagda from 
XII-A, Shivam Sopriwala from XII-D, 
Areeba Kagzi from XII-D, Ishva 
Ambaliya from XII-E, Yashika Jain 
from XII-F, and Rishi Mishra from 
XII-G, led the classes with faculty 
proudly introducing the candidates, 
sharing their aspirations and goals 
for the future with all those present. 
These ambitious students were then 
awarded medals and scrolls, 
symbolizing the collective pride and 
gratitude of the school community. 

 

Class Gift Presentation: 

In a gesture of gratitude and appreciation, the graduating class presented a 
meaningful gift to the school, symbolizing their lasting bond and cherished 
memories. 



Inauguration of Annual Magazine – "Crescent": 

The highlight of the ceremony was the launch 
of the annual year magazine, Crescent, by the 
esteemed Chief Guest. This publication 
encapsulated the achievements and 
experiences of the academic year, serving as a 
keepsake for generations to come. 

Address by Chief Guest: 

 

Professor Persi Engineer shared words of wisdom 
and congratulations with the graduating class, 
drawing from his wealth of experience in academia. 
His address was insightful and motivating, leaving a 
lasting impression on the graduates as they prepared 
to enter the next phase of their lives. He also 
expressed his warm and pleased gesture towards the 
school and the atmosphere created on the particular 
day. 

 

President's Inspirational Address: 

The pinnacle of the event was the heartfelt speech delivered by Prof. (Dr.) Eliah 
Srikakolli, the President and CEO of Metas Group of Institutions. His words of 
encouragement and wisdom 
resonated deeply with the 
graduating class, as he 
reminded them of the 
challenges ahead and urged 
them to embrace life's journey 
with resilience and 
determination. With a charge to 
thrive and succeed, Prof. 
Srikakolli instilled confidence 
and hope in the hearts of the 
graduates, urging them to 
embrace the opportunities that 
lie ahead with determination 
and confidence paving the way 
for a bright and promising 
future. 



Farewell and Reflections 

As the ceremony drew to a close, there was a palpable sense of pride and 
accomplishment among the graduating students, their families, and the faculty. The 
bonds forged within the walls of Metas Adventist School would forever endure, 
serving as a testament to the enduring legacy of excellence and community that 
defines the institution. 

In celebrating the achievements of the graduating class of 2024, Metas Adventist 
School reaffirmed its commitment to nurturing future leaders and shaping 
compassionate global citizens. As these students embark on their next chapter, they 
carry with them the indelible mark of their alma mater, poised to make a profound 
impact on the world around them. 


